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A cla.ssical ~nd quantum mechan,ical derivation of cyclotron resonance in metals is given. The classical 
result differs shghtly from that obtamed by Azbel and Kaner. The quantum derivation yields the same result 
as the classical calculation except that in the limit of low quantum numbers or high magnetic fields a de Haas-
van Alphen type of variation of the surface impedance occurs rather than the resonance behavior. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
PIPP ARDI has indicated the importance of micro-wave surface impedance measurements for obtain-
ing information concerning the electronic energy band 
structure in metals. When the electron mean free path 
is much greater than the skin depth, the collision term 
can be neglected in the transport calculation, and 
measurements can be interpreted directly in terms of 
the anisotropy of the Fermi surface. By measuring 
anisotropies in the surface impedance in the anomalous 
skin effect region, Pippardl has given a detailed picture 
of the Fermi surface in copper. Azbel and Kaner2 
suggested that the application of a dc magnetic field 
parallel to the surface of the metal and to the ac electric 
field should yield a periodic variation of the surface 
impedance, ZeO), from which one can determine an 
average effective mass for electrons at the Fermi sur-
face. The derivation of the Azbel and Kaner result in 
terms of Pippard's "ineffectiveness" concept has been 
given by Heine.3 An effect like that which Azbel and 
Kaner predicted was first observed by Fawcett4 in 
samples of tin and copper, and later in tin by Kip et al. 5 
with better resolution of the resonance lines. 
Past theoretical treatments of the skin effect in a 
magnetic field are not quite satisfactory for the follow-
ing reasons. One might suspect that a periodicity of 
Z (0) should occur in any metal showing a de Haas-
van Alphen effect, as electronic transport processes like 
the Hall effect and the magnetoresistance are affected 
by the quantization of the electronic levels and show de 
Haas-van Alphen periods in high magnetic fields. The 
quantum transport treatment enables one to show that 
at high magnetic fields, i.e., at fields where de Haas-
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van Alphen periods are observed in the susceptibility, 
the cyclotron resonance data are not easily inter-
pretable, as the de Haas-van Alphen periods dominate. 
Secondly, Azbel and Kaner solve a Boltzmann equa-
tion, the validity of which is questionable at high mag-
netic fields, i.e., fields such that weT>1 where we=eHo/ 
me and T if the relaxation time. Argyres6 has shown that 
one predicts appreciably different results for the mag-
netoresistance in the region WeT> 1 by a quantum-
mechanical calculation as opposed to a solution of the 
Boltzmann transport equation. 
Section II of this paper contains the solution to the 
Boltzmann equation for a simple parabolic energy band 
and the assumption that a relaxation time exists. This 
case can be solved exactly. The result differs slightly 
from that obtained by Azbel and Kaner. In Sec. III 
the quantum mechanical problem is formulated and in 
Sec. IV application is made to anomalous skin effect 
problems. The result for the skin effect without applied 
magnetic fields is precisely the same as that obtained by 
the solution of the Boltzmann equation. A detailed 
quantum mechanical treatment of anomalous skin 
effects with applications to superconductors will be 
given in a paper by Mattis and Bardeen. 7 Section IV also 
makes the application of the results obtained in Sec. III 
to the longitudinal and transverse cyclotron resonance 
problem. The resonance result is the same as that ob-
tained in Sec. II for the longitudinal case, provided 
'hw,,>Iz,we«0F, where 0F is the Fermi energy of the 
metal and w the applied rf field angular velocity. The 
case, 'hw«hw c'" 0F shows a de Haas-van Alphen type of 
periodicity. The case hw"''hwe", 0F is quite complex, 
and in this region one must be quite cautious in inter-
preting the resonance data. 
II. CLASSICAL TREATMENT OF LONGITUDINAL 
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE 
The problem is solved first by means of the Boltz-
mann equation, which serves to introduce the means 
of handling the specular reflection boundary condition 
and of outlining the form which the later quantum 
6 P. N. Argyres, Phys. Rev. 109, 1115 (1958). 
• 7 D. Mattis and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 111,412 (1958), follow-
mg paper. 
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FIG. 1. Coordinate system and configuration of electric and 
magnetic fields for longitudinal cyclotron resonance. The xy plane 
is the surface of the metal which occupies the space for z > O. 
calculation will assume. The diffuse reflection case, 
though favored by experimental results, does not seem 
to give appreciably different results from the case 
treated here, and the mathematical simplicity obtained 
for specular reflection is considerable. 
The field configuration and coordinate system are as 
shown in Fig. 1. The Boltzmann equation is 
a a 
(1 +iwr)oj+vr sinO sincp-oj+wer-oj 
az acp 
= -ejo'rE(z)v cosO, (1) 
where v, 0, cp are the polar coordinates in velocity space, 
the distribution function j= jo+ojeiwt, jo' = ajo/ as, r is 
the relaxation time, E(z)e iwt is the rf electric field which 
damps out in the metal, and we=eHo/mc. In terms of 
3 Ne
2
E [ (27r)-J-If" I q = -- --q 1-exp -_ cos20 sinOdO 
4Jr mWe Wer 0 
The change of variable 
enables one to write (7) as 
which upon integration gives 
(9) 
the Fourier transforms 
(2) 
[1-iQVT sinO sincp+wcT :Jlljq= -ejo'EqvT cosO, (3) 
where 
f=r/(1+iwr). 
Equation (3) has the solution 
ojq= ejo'v cosOEqwe- 1 foo dcp' exp{ (WeT)-1 
<p 
The constant of integration has been determined by the 
boundary condition ojq(cp+27r)=ojq(cp). The Fourier 
transform of the x component of the current is given by 
The integration over the velocity is accomplished by 
use of the relation 
f OO ajo 3 (27rh)3 -v3g(v)dv= -- - Ng(VF), o av 871' m (6) 
where VF is the velocity at the Fermi surface and N is 
the electron concentration. Substituting (4) into (5) 
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In the limit of high magnetic fields, WeT »WT and 
weT»l, only the n=O term of the series is important 
and one obtains Ohm's law 
(11) 
The case of zero magnetic field can also be handled 
easily. In this case the summation yields 
Ko(s) =~{ 2s- (1-S2) In(l +S) }, (12) 
S3 l-s 
which gives, for small S (vFqT«ll+iwTI or Alo 
«11 +iWT I ; A is the mean free path and 0 the skin 
depth), 
Ko(O) =t (13) 
resulting once again in Ohm's law for the current. In 
the extreme anomalous limit (VFqT» I 1 +iWT I), one has 
the asymptotic expansion 
Ko(s)~-i1f/ s, 






independent of the relaxation time. The asymptotic 
expansion of (10) for large sb-1 (vFq/we»l or rc!o»l; 
r e is the cyclotron radius) is 
Kb(S)~-i(71'/s) coth(71'/b), 
giving the current 
Ne2E q (l+iWT) I q =171'--coth 71'--- , 
mVFq WeT 
which for WT»l shows periodic oscillations. 
(16) 
(17) 
Following a method outlined by Serber,s one can use 
expressions (11), (15), and (17) to obtain the surface 
impedance for the case of specular reflection in a rather 
simple manner. Maxwell's equations give 
d2E w2 471'iw 
-+-E=--I, 
dz2 c2 c2 
(18) 
the Fourier transform of which is 
where 
An electron which is specularly reflected from the sur-
face will follow a trajectory after reflection which is just 
the mirror image of the trajectory which it would have 
followed if it had been allowed to cross over into the 
other half-plane. When magnetic fields are present the 
dc magnetic field must be reversed in the upper half-
plane, as a magnetic field is an axial vector which 
reverses sign upon reflection. The problem may now be 
considered in an infinite medium if the following exten-
sions are made: 
The latter is true in (17) by virtue of the reversal of 
sign of We for plus and minus q. In addition, the solution 
of E vs z must show a discontinuity in the first deriva-
tive at z=O. This is accomplished by adding the term 
2E'(0)o(z) to the right-hand side of (18) or (2/71')~E'(0) 
to the right-hand side of (19), where E' (0) = (dE/ dz)z~o. 
The equation relating the Fourier coefficients in which 
the boundary conditions are already contained is 
(21) 
This procedure is equivalent to introducing a current 
sheet on the z=O plane of the infinite medium. The 
medium has been made infinite to account for the 
specular reflection of the electrons from the surfaces, 
after which a current sheet must be introduced at 
z=O to produce the correct boundary conditions for the 
electric field. 
The surface impedance is defined as 
471' Ex(O) 47!'iw E(O) 
Z(O)=R+iX=---=----. (22) 
c Hy(O) c2 E'(O) 
The quantity E(z) is given by the inverse Fourier 
transform 
E(z) = (271')-! foo Eqe-iqZdq, (23) 
-00 
where Eq is obtained from (21) and the expression for 
I q obtained by a solution of the transport equation. 




and the sign of the square root is such that the real part of qe is positive. This is identical to the skin effect problem 
8 R. Serber (unpublished). The authors are indebted to M. H. Cohen for calling this work to their attention. 
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in the absence of a magnetic field with E(z) following the exponential law e- qcz• The low-field limit, rc»o, is ob-
tained in a similar manner using the current expression (17). The ratio E(O)/E'(O) is 
~(O) = _: foo qdq[qa-w2 q+ 37r2w(T°i coth(~)]-l, 
E (0) 7r ° c2 C2VFT wc'f 
which integrates to yield (neglecting the displacement current) 
E(O) =_t(1_~)(37r2(ToW)-t tanhl[~(1+iwT)]. 
E'(O) VJ C2VFT WeT 
The power absorption is proportional to the real part of the surface impedance, R, which is given by 
167rW cos[!(a+7r)] [sinh2(7r/wcT) cosh2(7r/wcT)+sin2(7rw/wc) cos2(7rW/wc)]1/6 




where tana=sin(27rw/wc)[sinh(27r/wcT)]-1. A plot of 
R for several values of the relaxation time is shown in 
Fig. 2. Harmonic absorption occurs and leads to de-
creases in the value of R whenever w/w c is an integer. 
The general considerations are given briefly in this 
section followed by an application to the anomalous 
skin effect problem in Sec. IV. 
III. QUANTUM TRANSPORT 
The use of density matrix techniques in transport 












.5 1.0 -'!l.c ___ L5_ 2.0 2.5 
w 
The Hamiltonian for the system will be written 
(29) 
where JCo is time independent with eigenfunctions, 'Pn, 
and eigenvalues, 0n ='hW n , and eJC 1 is a time-dependent 
perturbation. The solution to the time-dependent 
problem, 
(30) 
is then expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of JCo, 
namely 
(31) 
The a,,'s satisfy the differential equation 
n' 
or the integral equation 
a,,(n,t) = a,,(n, - 00 ) 
+ (ih)-l ~ It a,,(n',t')gnn' (t')dt', (33) 
-00 
where 
FIG. 2. R'=R(167l"wj3Ic2)-1(37l"2uowjC2VFT)1 vs w,jw for WT= 1 and gnn' (t) = (n I eJC1(t) In') exp[it(wn-wn,)]. (34) 
10. The first five harmonics are indicated by arrows. The funda-
mental and first harmonic are appreciably shifted toward lower 
magnetic fields. This shift remains even for longer relaxation times. By iteration of (33), one obtains 
a,,(n,t) = a,,(n, - 00)+ (ih)-l ~ a,,(n', - 00) It gnn' (t')dt' 
-00 t t' 
+ (ih)-2 )~" a,,(n", - 00) ioo gnn-(t')dt' ioo gn'n" (t")dt" +. . .. (35) 
The matrix element of the current operator is given by 
imn= 2: { 'Pm *( p-~A ) 'Pn exp{it(wm-wn)} +c.c. }. (36) 
9 S. Nakajima, in Advances In Physics, edited by N. F. Mott (Taylor and Francis Ltd., London, 1955), Vol. 4, p. 363. 
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The total current being given by 
I= Tr(pi) = Ln,m Pnmimn, (37) 
where P is the density matrix whose matrix elements are 
1 
Pnm(t)=- L" a,,(n,t)a,,*(m,t). 
N 
(38) 
Substitution of the perturbation expansion (35) into (38) enables one to express Pnm(t) as 
Pnm(t)=Pnm(-oo)+(ih)-l~Pn'm(-OO) It gnn-(t')dt'-(ih)-l~Pnn'(-OO) It gn'm(t')dt'+ .. ·. (39) 
-00 -00 
If one assumes that at t= - 00 the perturbation is turned on adiabatically and that the density matrix is diagonal, 
then 
Pnm( - 00) =OnmjO( om), (40) 
where jo( om) is the Fermi function. The matrix elements of the density matrix at time tare 
Pnm(t) =OnmjO( Om) + (ih)-l[jO( Om)-jO( On)] It gnm(t')dt'+···. 
-00 
( 41) 
The evaluation of the trace in (37) results in 
It is convenient to deal with the Fourier transform of (42) which is given by 
I(q) = (271")-! Joo eiq.rI(r)dr 
-00 
= (271")-!~{ L jo( On)(n/ eiq .r / n') (n' Ip-~Aln) 
2m n,n' c 
+ (ih)-l n !,2n" [jO(On,)-jO(On)] Jt gn'n(t')dt'(n/eiq.r/n") 
, • -00 
IV. QUANTUM MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF 
ANOMALOUS SKIN EFFECTS 
As a first application of the quantum mechanical 
treatment of a skin effect problem, the anomalous skin 
effect in the absence of a magnetic field is now given. 
The result is identical to that obtained by Reuter and 
Sondheimer1o for the classical case provided the skin 
depth 0 is much greater than the de Broglie wavelength 
of an electron at the Fermi surface, i.e., okF»l, a 
condition which is satisfied for all metals in the skin 
effect region. 
The one-electron Hamiltonian for a free-electron 




An rf electric field in the x direction is represented by 
the vector potential 
A1= (ieatc/2w) (eiwt-e-iwt)E(z)i, (45) 
where i is a unit vector in the x direction; this vector 
potential builds up exponentially from t= - 00 and 
gives rise to the perturbation 
(46) 
where the xy plane is the surface of the metal and the 
electric field is dependent on z, the depth into the metal. 
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The unperturbed problem has plane wave eigenfunctions 
\Ok = (211')-le ik .r, (47) 
and energy eigenvalues 
0k=hwk=h2k2j2m, 0kz=hwkz=h2kN2m. ( 48) 
The matrix elements required to perform the summation (43) are 
(kJ eiq.rJk") =o(-k+q+k"), (49) 
(klllp-~A Ik') =hk'o(k'- k") -i~-;,eat(eiwt- e-iwt)o(kx' - k/')o(ku' - ky")E(kz' - kz"), (50) 
c 2w(211') , 
e 1 
gk'k(t) exp{it(Wk,-wk-ia) }_(eiwL e-iwt)hkxo (kx- kx')o(k y - ku')E(kz- kz'). (51) mw(211')~ 2i 
Substitution into (43) yields 
Iy(q) = Iz(q) =0, 
IAq)=_2(~)2 ~O(qx)o(qy)E(qz)eat{i(eiwt-e-iwt) Lfo(0k)+ih L kx2[jo(0kz-qz)-fo(0k)] 
211' 4mw k m k 
X[eiwt(w+h-10kz -qz-h-10k-ia)-I- e-iwt( -W+h-10kz-qz-h-10k-ia)-IJ+' .. +c.c. }, (52) 
where a factor of two is inserted to account for the sum oVer electron spin. If one assumes qz«kF , i.e., o»de Broglie 
wavelength of an electron at the Fermi surface, then the integration over k results in 
(53) 
where N is the electron concentration, VF is the Fermi velocity, and Ko(s) is given by Eq. (12). To obtain the 
conductivity, recall that the electric field is given by 
(54) 
If one assumes a time dependence eiwt, then (53) and 
(54) imply a complex conductivity 
under what conditions the interpretation of the experi-
mental results by means of the Boltzmann equation is 
in question. 
Ne
2 ( VFqZ) 
cr=! Ko -- , 
mi(w-ia) w-ia 
(55) The vector potential for the dc magnetic field is 
chosen as 
Ao= yH 0(0,0,1), (56) 
which is identical to (9) for zero magnetic field where 
the relaxation time T is identified with a-I. and the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
Thus, provided okp »l, the quantum calculation gives 
precisely the same result as the solution of the BoItz- ( e )2/ 
ff . h b f Xo= P--cAo 2m, (57) mann equation for the skin e ect m tea sence 0 a 
magnetic field. 
The skin effect problem for a dc magnetic field, H o, which has eigenvalues 
parallel to the surface which has been treated classically 
in Sec. II can be solved quantum mechanically by 0n.kx=hwc(n+~)+h2kx2j2m, (58) 
using the expressions developed in Sec. III. The quan-
tum problem gives the same results as the classical and eigenfunctions 
calculation; however, one now sees clearly the limits 
of validity for the expressions developed and hence ¢n.kx.kz= (211')-1 exp{i(kxx+kzz)}¢n(Y+A2kz), (59) 
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where 
lI.2 = h/mwc 
and <Pn(Y) is the normalized harmonic oscillator wave 
function. The perturbation caused by the rf field is 
where a= x or y for longitudinal or transverse cyclotron 
resonance, respectively. An evaluation of matrix ele-
ments in the expression for the Fourier transform of the 
x component of the current in the longitudinal cyclotron 
resonance case, gives fXl = - (ei/2wm)eat(eiwt-e-iwt)E(z)pa, (60) 
Iy(q) =Iz(q)=O, 
h 
+- L k x2[jo(8nkx)- jo(8n'k~)]Jnn,(qy,kz, kz-qz)Jn'n(O, kz-qz, kz) im n,n',kx',kz 
where 
X {eiwt[w-wcCn'-n)-ia]-Le-iwt[ -w+wc(n'-n)-ia]-l}+ .. . +c.c.}, (61) 
J nn' (qy,kz,kz') = J"" eiQYY<pn *(y+lI.2k z)<Pn' (y+lI. 2kz')dy, 
-00 
and 
Jnn'(qy, kz, kz-qz) = exp (-iqyll.2k z)Jnn, (qy, 0, -qz). (62) 
The sum over kz results in a delta function in qy; hence 
h 
+- L [jo(8nkx)- jo(8n'kx)]kx2Jnn' (0, 0, -qz)Jn'n(O, -qz, 0) 
im n,n',kx 
X {eiwt[w-ia+wc(n'-n)]-Le-iwt[ -w-ia+wc(n'-n)]-l}+ .. . +c.c.}. (63) 
For transverse cyclotron resonance, one obtains 
XJ n'n(O, -qz, 0)+ (ihm)-l 
n,n' ,n!' ,nil! ,kx 
XJ nn"'(O, 0, -qz)(py)n"'n'{ eiwt[w-ia+wc(n' _n)]-l_e-iwt[ -w-ia+wc(n' -n)]-l}+ ... +c.c.}, (64) 
where the momentum matrix element between the harmonic oscillator states is 
The integrals (62) are orthogonal for the special case 
Ln" J n'n" (O,O,q)J n"n(O,q,O) = On'n, 








2i 1 hwc L jo(8nkx)+- L [jo(8nk x)-jo(8n1kx)] 
27f2l1. 2m(w-ia) n,k, m n,n',kx 
Xk x2(n' -n) I J n'n(O, -qz, 0) 12[(w-ia)2-wc2(n' -n)2]-1}, (68) 
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and for transverse cyclotron resonance: 
e
2i { We 
O"tran= L jo(Onkx)+- L [jo(Onk,,)-jo(On'kx)] 
27r2A2m(w-ia) n,k" hm n,n',k" 
X (n'-n) I (J(O, -qz, 0)Py)n'nI 2[(w-ia)L we2(n'-n)2]-1}, (69) 
where 1(0, -qz, O)Pu is a matrix product and the operator l(O,O,q)=l(O, -q, O)=exp[ih-WqpyJ. 
A Taylor's series expansion of the Fermi function and integration by parts simplifies (68) to 
where 
After integration over kz the conductivity for the transverse resonance can be written 
where the j-sum rule has been used in the manipulation of the first term in the bracket. 
The two-center harmonic oscillator integrals (62) can be evaluatedll to give 
where LnO/(x) is the associated Laguerre polynonial 
dn 
LnO/(x) = (n !)-le"x-a_(e-xxn+O/). 
dxn 





where 10/(x) is the Bessel function of ordera. Thus forlarge nand n<n' one obtains from (72), (74), and the asymp-
totic expansion for the r function 
1 nn,(O,qz,O) = (_1)n'-n 1 n'_n(Aqz[n+n' + 1J!). 
The limit of infinite skin depth, Aqz---+O, reduces the two-center integral (62) to 
1 nn' (O,q,O) = Onn', 
which when substituted into (70) and (71) yield the classical result12 
and 







The argument of the Bessel function in (75) is approximately Te/O, which is large in metals at the magnetic fields 
in question. Hence one can use the asymptotic expansion for the Bessel function and obtain 
1 nn,(O,qz,O) = 2![7r IAqz I (n+n'+ 1)t]-! COs(Aqz[n+n'+ 1J!), (78) 
11 See A. Erdelyi et al., Higher Transcendental Functions (McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc., New York, 1953), Vol. 2, p. 292. 
12 See Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics, (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1956), second edition, p. 372. 
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and 
h [2(n+n' + l)!J! [J(O,qz,O)pv]nn' =- sin(Xqz[n+n' + l]t). 
iX 7rIXqzl 
(79) 
Substitution of (78) into (70) and (79) into (71) and replacing the square of the sine and cosine by t gives for the 
longitudinal conductivity 
(80) 
and for the transverse conductivity 
V2e2i nF 00 1 
(J'tran= L 
m(w-ia)7r&X4q• n~O 
(nF-n)t L --[p2+a2+2a(2n+1)][2n+a+1J-t, 
a~-n p2_ a2 
(18) 
where p= (w-ia)/w c• 
The summations in (80) and (81) may be evaluated 
with the aid of the integral 
(82) 
over the contour shown in Fig. 3. The integral over the 
contour vanishes provided fez) diverges slower than Z2. 
If fez) has no singularities inside the contour, one 
obtains 
00 f(a) 7r L --=-(cot7rp)[f(p)+f( - p)]. (83) 
a-n p2_ a2 2p 
The summation is carried out under the assumption 
that p«nF; i.e., a Taylor's series expansion is used for 
f(p). The final summation over n is replaced by an 
iy 
O_p 
FIG. 3. The contour used to evaluate summation (83). 
integration, an approximation which is very good for 
large nF. With these approximations both (80) and (81) 
reduce to the classical expression (17). 
In very high magnetic fields where 'hw«'hw c'" OF, 
the asymptotic expansion for the associated Laguerre 
polynomial is no longer valid, and one must use the 
exact expression for the two-center harmonic oscillator 
integral (72). This limit gives a de Haas-van Alphen 
type of oscillations of the surface impedance, which 
results from the fact that as the magnetic field decreases 
from infinite fields where only the n=O state is occu-
pied, additional quantum states become occupied and 
these quantum states for small values of n have ap-
preciably different qz dependence from the asymptotic 
expansion used for large n. Hence the surface impedance 
changes in a discontinuous fashion as each new oscillator 
state begins to be occupied. New terms enter into the 
summation (70) and (71) when 
(84) 
where m is an integer, and thus a discontinuous change 
in Z(O) will be observed when (84) is satisfied.t 
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